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Abstract
An engine’s vibrational environment includes sine tones from rotating components and random background 
vibration from others. A vibration test profile representative of these conditions must account for the 
dominant sine tones at the RPM frequency, the engine harmonics, and the random background vibration.

Unlike a random test, a sine-on-random (SoR) test can properly replicate sine and random vibration. As a 
result, it generates a more realistic vibration test for engine environments. However, the process and tools for 
creating SoR tests are expensive, require long run times, and are susceptible to input errors.

Vibration Research proposed a new method of SoR test development that creates a test profile with minimal 
processing time and error. In this paper, suitable test development options for engine-mounted components 
are discussed. Then, the new SoR test development method is validated.

Introduction
Test engineers often select a random vibration test because it is representative of real-world vibration. 
However, operational environments are not always purely random. Products with rotating components — such 
as a combustion engine or propeller blade — have rotational energy that translates to sine tones on a shaker 
table. Selecting a suitable test method ensures that the product is properly evaluated.

For example, a component near 
a running engine is exposed to 
dominant sinusoidal vibration, 
while low-energy events also 
introduce low-level random 
background vibration (Figure 
1). A test suitable for evaluating 
engine environments and 
others must incorporate both 
the sinusoidal and random 
vibration [1]. A sine-on-random 
(SoR) vibration test is ideal 
because the test engineer can 
replicate and accelerate the 
sine and random content. A 
traditional random vibration test 
does not replicate the constant 
driving force of the rotational 
frequencies and harmonics. 

Current SoR test development 
requires many hours of data processing, and the engineer must simplify the sine tone profiles due to the 
complexity of the analysis. In response, Vibration Research developed the Sine Tracking, Analysis and 
Generation (STAG) test development software, focusing on automated data generation to reduce processing 
time and input errors. The project was proposed after a VR customer encountered issues replicating a 
component failure. This paper discusses fatigue testing and subsequent test development. It presents the 
benefits of SoR testing for engine-mounted components and then validates the improvements to SoR test 
development regarding time, usability, and accuracy.

Figure 1   A recording of an engine run-up. The FFT graph (lower left) displays narrow-band 
spikes, indicating the presence of dominant sine tones. The time-based spectrogram (lower 
right) also shows a concentration of energy at the engine’s harmonics. 
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Random Test Selection
Statistically, random vibration 
is irregular, non-deterministic, 
and non-repetitive. The signal’s 
variations are unpredictable and 
do not follow a cyclical pattern. In 
vibration testing, it is assumed that 
random vibration has a Gaussian 
distribution of data where the 
mean value is near zero, the 
variance is equal to the mean-
square value, the skewness is zero, 
and the kurtosis equals three. If 
a waveform recording from the 
operational environment deviates 
from these random statistics, then 
the vibration may not be purely 
random (Figure 2).

Industry-standard methods such 
as random testing are suitable 
in many test scenarios. However, 
engineers must be careful to 
default to a standard option to avoid a generic—and thereby less accurate—test profile. For instance, all 
aircraft have base random energy as well as a sinusoidal vibration that typically derives from the turbine 
engine or rotor blade. The sinusoidal vibration affects the underlying background random vibration, and the 
test engineer must include it in the test profile. A random test profile would exclude these characteristics, 
resulting in a less accurate test.

Fatigue Testing
An operating engine is exposed to many sources of vibration that can contribute to wear. Exposure to 
vibration over a long period can result in tiny fractures that lead to a fatigue failure mode. Fatigue testing 
reveals potential faults due to imbalance, worn parts, resonance, or other structural issues. Engineers can 
monitor the change in vibration patterns to diagnose system health.

After identifying a failure, the engineer records the product response to develop a test profile and replicates 
the original failure mode with a shaker system. The shaker test should reflect the operational environment 
as close as possible to identify the vibration source related to the failure. A shaker setup allows the engineer 
to test samples simultaneously and in multiple orientations. The result is a larger sample size, more reliable 
statistics, and a greater understanding of the failure.

The engineer can also accelerate the vibration test based on fatigue life. Accelerated tests help streamline 
the design process and bring products to the market quicker. Recent advancements have produced new 
methods of test acceleration that better replicate the operational environment(s), specifically for engine-
mounted components [1].

Setup of the Random Power Spectral Density Test
Generally, engineers display the random vibration spectrum as a power spectral density (PSD) plot. A random 
vibration test uses closed-loop feedback to drive the random vibration at the control to exhibit the desired PSD. 
After recording, an engineer can process the data with the fatigue damage spectrum (FDS) to create a random 
shaker test. A correct FDS analysis outputs a PSD that is the damage equivalent to the original environment.

Figure 2   Recorded random vibration where the variance and skewness deviate from 
random statistics. 
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The FDS uses recorded data to generate an accelerated random test. First introduced by George Henderson 
and Allen Piersol, the FDS is a plot constructed of the individually calculated fatigue damage values for a 
collection of narrow frequency bands [2].

A proper FDS analysis uses rainflow analysis and cycle counting to count the peak-to-valley stress cycles for 
each narrowband frequency range. The amplitudes of the stress cycles are weighted non-linearly using an 
equation based on the power law function of Miner’s rule of cumulative damage [3].

Next, the peak-to-valley stress cycles are combined using an equation based on Palmgren-Miner's cumulative-
damage theory to reach the accumulated fatigue at each frequency band.

Finally, the accumulated data is converted into an appropriate potential damage number. The resulting FDS 
plot displays the fatigue damage values for each narrow frequency band. For a more detailed explanation of 
the FDS calculation, please refer to the paper, “How Do I Measure the Life of My Product?” [4].

The FDS can quantify the fatigue damage of a random vibration signal and generate a test profile comparable 
to the original environment. It accounts for Gaussian and non-Gaussian random vibration by performing the 
damage calculation in the time domain.

However, the distribution of rotational content is not random but sinusoidal, and a random test will result in 
a different failure mode than a sine test. Therefore, a mixed-mode environment cannot be replicated using 
a random-only vibration signal. An FDS-generated PSD does not accurately represent the original excitation 
if sinusoids are present. Figure 3 displays the discrepancy between an operational environment with mixed-
mode vibration and the FDS accelerated random-only test from the recording.

Figure 3   An original recorded environment (left) and the FDS accelerated random-only test (right).

Where:
t1 = equivelent test time
t2 = in-service time
S1 = severity at the test condition
S2 = severity at the in-service condition
m = material property

t2 [ S1 ] m
‒ = ‒
t1 S2

Where:
S = peak value of cyclical stress
c = constant of proportionality
N = number of stress cycles until failure
b = fatigue strength exponent

S = cN
-1
‒
b
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Identifying Sine Vibration
A test engineer can identify sine vibration in a recorded waveform using one of several software tools. 
Dominant peaks are visible in an FFT graph, and the engineer can verify their correlation to the RPM trace 
manually. The FFT graph in Figure 4 exhibits narrowband spikes, and there is a shift in relation to the RPM as 
the FFT moves though the time waveform.

A spectrogram of the sample data also shows the 
concentration of energy at the harmonics of the engine 
RPM (Figure 5). It provides a clear visual indication of how 
the tones are oriented and shows minimal interaction 
between them.

Audio playback of the test profile is another helpful 
indicator. If a random-only profile does not sound like the 
engine environment, it is likely missing significant sine 
tones.

SoR Test Development
When performing test development and acceleration, engineers must consider the narrowband, high-
amplitude peaks related to the running engine's RPM and harmonics. An analysis is needed to determine the 
appropriate test method to replicate the conditions of the engine-mounted test on a shaker.

However, the standard method of developing SoR test profiles presents several issues, including a long 
processing time, iterative profile development, the possibility of introducing error, and the need for simplified 
shaker profiles.

For one VR customer, the processing time to create an SoR test profile was thirty-plus hours. First, they 
needed to apply bandpass filters to remove the order content in the series, which was computationally 
expensive and resulted in a long run time. Then, they had to review and reprocess the data several times to 
ensure they extracted the orders with the highest amplitudes. Input errors related to the band tracking filters 
were frequent; either they extracted the wrong order or the same order twice, which resulted in another 
processing run.

Additionally, the shaker profiles had to be simplified before the engineers entered them into the software 
for control. The data sets were complex and would require the acceleration of hundreds of individual points, 
resulting in an extensive computation time and the potential for entry error.

Figure 5   A tachometer-based spectrogram of sampled data.

Figure 4   Identifying sine vibration in an FFT graph
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A New Method of SoR Test Generation
Although the customer determined SoR to be the correct test development option for replicating an 
engine-mounted environment, they still needed a streamlined and accurate process. In response, VR 
developed STAG. The goal of the new test generation method was a short processing time, automated profile 
development, and accurate shaker profiles to represent the input.

STAG PROCESS
STAG requires a recorded engine environment . Most critically, the accelerometers must measure the input 
vibration to the failing component. Tachometer data are also necessary, as the tachometer-generated 
RPM time history determines the vibration events correlated to the engine RPM. For analysis, the recorded 
environment should be an engine run-up or coast down to reflect the rotation of varied speeds.

ObserVIEW automatically detects the dominant orders in the recording and generates a sine tone profile 
and relevant statistics for each user-selected order. Order analysis characterizes the relationship between 
the frequency of a rotation and the amplitude generated by it. The engineer can then analyze the frequency 
ranges with dominant sine tones and modify the sine tone profiles. Generally, the profiles require filtering to 
remove low amplitude frequency ranges. A sine dwell or a narrow band sine sweep may also be desirable for 
profiles with sharp resonance.

GENERATING ACCELERATED SINE TONE PROFILES
After order detection, the software generates accelerated 
sine tone profiles. The most significant parameter for both 
sine and random acceleration is the "m" value, which 
is a variation of the slope of the S-N curve defined by 
Basquin’s equation [5].

The m value determines the relative damage that occurs 
at a specific amplitude. According to MIL-STD-810H:

“The value of ‘m’ is generally some proportion of the negative reciprocal of the slope of the S-N curve, known 
as the fatigue strength exponent and designated as ‘-1/b.’ Typical values of ‘m’ are 80 percent of ‘-1/b’ for 
random waveshapes, and 60 percent of ‘-1/b’ for sinusoidal waveshapes. Historically, a value of m = 7.5 
has been used for random environments, but values between 5 and 8 are commonly used. A value of 6 is 
commonly used for sinusoidal environments” [6].

The engineer also specifies target life and test duration to determine the test acceleration levels. Typically, 
the target life is the number of hours of vibration the product is expected to withstand, and the test duration 
is the amount of testing time on the shaker. The goal of the accelerated test is to replicate an amount of 
damage compared to the target life and within the test duration. The measured amplitudes, m value, target 
life, and test duration are used as variables in the inverse power law to create an accelerated sine tone profile 
for each selected order [3].

If the automated profile is not ideal, the live editing features provide instant feedback on the shapes and 
levels of the test profile.

Gtest = ( Timeengine ) 1
b

Gengine Timetest

STAG dialog in the ObserVIEW software.

Where:
Gtest = Test Level
Gengine = Engine Level 
Timeengine = Engine expected life
Timetest = Test Duration
b  = negative inverse of S-N fatigue  
  life curve

Where:
S = peak value of cyclical stress
N = number of stress cycles to failure
b = slope of the S-N curve
c = constant of proportionality

S = cN b
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RANDOM PROFILE ACCELERATION
From there, the accelerated sine tone profiles 
are exported directly to the VibrationVIEW 
software to eliminate errors and generate a 
profile equivalent to the shape of the recorded 
data. The data file is exported with the order 
content removed so the random data can be 
analyzed and accelerated separately using the 
FDS. The parameters used to accelerate the sine 
tone profiles are copied to the FDS analysis. The 
FDS generates a test profile that is the damage 
equivalent to the recorded random data. Finally, 
the accelerated sine and random profiles are 
combined to complete the SoR test generation.

Discussion
An SoR test generated with the proposed method was run on a shaker in the lab and replicated the original 
failure in the expected accelerated timeframe.

The random-only test displayed a random distribution of peaks across the defined frequency range. It varied 
greatly from the narrowband, high amplitude peaks of the original environment. In comparison, the new test 
generated with STAG reflects the original recording (Figure 6). (Note: the high-frequency tones were skipped 
due to their low contribution.) A comparison of the spectrograms indicates that the new test generation 
method is a more fitting option for replicating engine vibration environments than a random-only test.

With STAG's automated order detection feature, the time to process input data was reduced from thirty-
plus hours to less than thirty seconds. Additionally, the direct export of the accelerated sine tones led to a 
profile equivalent to the shape of the recorded data. The resulting test led to failures identical to the field test. 
Initially, the profile for swept sine was a line defined by two points. With the new test development method, 
the profile was composed of 1,024 segments and provided the necessary details for an accurate test.

Figure 6   The frequency range of the original environment (left) and the SoR test developed with STAG (right).

A completed sine-on-random shaker test profile in VibrationVIEW
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Conclusion
An engine vibration environment includes dominant sinusoidal and background random vibration, both of 
which must be accounted for when developing a vibration shaker test. The dominant orders should be used 
to generate the sine tone profiles and need to be extracted from the original raw data. A separate waveform 
with background-only random data should be used to generate the random portion of the test. The ideal 
test development option for engine environments is SoR, which properly replicates the sine tones and the 
random background.

The goal of any vibration test engineer is to design the most precise accelerated vibration test. A new SoR test 
generation method was needed for efficiency and reliable test acceleration. The commercially available SoR 
test development packages were expensive and time-consuming, while STAG processed the data in a fraction 
of the time and with greater accuracy.
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